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control in accelerator physics.
physics applications - quark jet tagging, mass reconstruction, track finding and process
¢ { E The power of the artificial neural network approach is illustrated in dijferent high energy
V/,' iw both VLSI and optical, are briefly mentioned.
practical hints on how to use the algorithms are given. Potential hardware implementations,
networks and so—called deformable templatm are described. Throughout the lectures
y
hods of finding good solutions of dWcult optimization problems with feed—back
approaches are related to conventional classmers and statistical methods. Also novel
model and {he Boltzmann machine are discussed in some detail. lt is discussed how these
knowledge in the field. Properties ofthe multilayer perceptron, feature maps, the Hopfield
.vi *·e V, h
. / ‘§ A general introduction to urtMcial neural networks (ANN) is given assuming no previous
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